**Hearings to be Held**

**Honor Code Revised**

The ASC Honor Code has been revised by a committee headed by Dr. Worthington. Open hearing will be held October 23 and 25 at 12:30 p.m. in Jenkins Hall. The student conduct committee where the new code will be open for debate by students. There will be a student referendum later this quarter for final ratification of the new code.

Dean Joseph Adams, dean of Student Affairs, stated that the old Honor Code has been shown to be inefficient over the last 1 1/2 years. Recent cases have clarified some exact procedural guarantees that accused students are entitled to.

**Dental Hygienists Win Third Prize**

At National Convention

A group of Armstrong students has won third prize in a national-wide competition of presentation of displays. The competition was held at the annual convention of the American Dental Hygienists Association. The convention was held in Atlantic City, N. J.

The prize-winning display was designed by Armstrong's Junior ADHA, Gail Roberts and Joanne Stringer were elected to present the display at the convention. Junior ADHA members Cheryl Hall, Sondra Furgerson, and Sue Worthington attended also.

The convention was held October 9-12. Judging of the competition was on Sunday, the 10th. Seventeen other colleges competed.

**In This Issue**

From the administration: Dean Adams shows the relevance of B. F. Skinner's psychology to everyday life at ASC.

**Focus on Tom Kinder, assistant athletic director**

An introduction to Armstrong's newest faculty member—Dr. James Ambrose.

---

**Master Calendar and Scheduling**

**Facilities Policies Announced**

The Master Calendar service in the Registrar's Office will be used again this year for scheduling non-academic functions. The general policies already established for scheduling events will be continued. Highlights of these policies include the following:

1. In case of conflicts over facilities the posting of events on the calendar follow the rule of "first come, first served."
2. The Registrar's Office personal do not arbitrate conflicts but merely record and report events.
3. Academic activities have priority in using classroom areas.

More specifically, the following policy has been approved: When social functions are planned, the planners shall seek to use first those areas set aside for social functions such as Memorial College Center of Memorial Annex. If the individuals cannot be accommodated in these areas, they may then seek utilization of other areas such as Science Hall, Gamble, etc. Utilization of other areas such as governed by first priority being granted to academic interests. Therefore, even if a social function is planned at hours when academic activities usually are not going on, such as late evenings or weekends, the social function must stand aside if some unscheduled academic activity must take place.

(Continued on Page 6)

---

**Historical Honorary Holds**

**Elections and Invitation**

The Armstrong chapter of the national historical honorary, Phi Alpha Theta, held a meeting for the initiation of new members and the election of officers on Sunday, October 10.

Lawrence E. Butler, a senior history major; Mrs. Frances Schwalbe, a teacher at Jenkins High School; Larry Thompson, an ASC graduate now in the Navy; and Al Pace, Jr., an employee of the Citizens and Southern National Bank were the new initiates of the chapter.

The new officers elected were Diana Meehan, President; Richard Powell (alumna, Model Cities); Vice-president; Charles McManus, Corresponding Secretary; and Mrs. Betty Levy (alumna). Residing Secretary, Treasurer William E. Jackson, Jr. and Historian Macie Tison remained in office.

Mrs. Nancy Slein, outgoing President, presented an engraved gavel to the chapter. Also Major Steven Rodger, USA, announced the donation of three rolls of micro film on Foreign Affairs to the Lane Library on behalf of Phi Alpha Theta.

Reports were delivered on the chapter's archeological involvements at Seven Mile Bend on the Ogeechee River and at Ft. Morris near Savannah. These diggings are being worked with the aid of students. In addition to being paid, students can earn up to 5 hours course work credit by doing archeological work in the coastal empire.

---

---

---
Pirate Preview Reviewed
by DAN BAISDEN

There were some students who could not go to the Pirate Preview last Thursday. Tests and homework being threateningly over a few, and others had jobs to do and needed food. Also there were some who merely preferred not to go to "that sort of thing." But many others...

As with any such event there were many things of varying degrees of importance to be looked at with varying degrees of approval or disapproval.

Some little things that the reader may categorize for himself were: the hopefully not ominous sagging of the more ambitious signs and the failure of the most ambitious publicity stunt, the parachute jump; the not totally understood and recently enjoyable presence of the Buccaneer; Dr. Strouzer striding valiantly with a basket of his birds to their entrance; the too-occasionally missed b a t o n ; dunks and downbeats; and of course, the Pirate Power stickers; on thighs, bellies, foreheads and other places seen and unseen.

Although one can never be completely sure exactly what such gatherings Really Mean, if anything, there is certainly very little to disapprove. Perhaps there should not have been, but there was a certain coolness that seemed to run through the warmth of the festivities, the moment of the call for personal involvement. However, on the whole things did seem somehow pro-Armstrong and to have come off well.

There were a number of more important things that did happen; some of which the event which won unanimous applause, was the performance of the band, the cheerleaders and the band, the cheerleaders and all those working to bring the Pirate Preview into reality.

Certainly, no one minded the possibility of winning the albums and posters donated by Sandie's Tapes and Records, the dinners hot by Johnny Harris and Frank Parris, Restaurants, or the $60 donated by the vice president of the Athletic Committee and spark of much enthusiasm for Armstrong State College, Charlie Seward.

Most important of all and by no means least enjoyable was the unquestionable conceit-tude of the Pirates themselves. There were times when that ball was not just dunked but outright dropped down the basket.

Despite many often humorous and seldom repeatable comments to the contrary, the Pirate Preview must be regarded as a success. Enthusiastic words were exchanged among the students and into the community by a united student body. Dr. Charles Alexander and the team were made aware that, if for the first time in Armstrong history, the campus does care about its basketball Pirates.

Tiger Power
A team of biologist studying the effects of war on the ecology of Vietnam found that amidst the devastation one organization had successfully adapted to the environmental disruption. The animal is the tiger.

Tigers had learned to associate the sound of gun fire for almost human concern, and were surviving quite well on their new plentiful and easily located food supply.

If you find that you like the organization, we hope you will join and participate in whatever capacity you can, and encourage your student attend-

SGA Report

The Student Government Association Senate has voted that Traffic Court be held on Fridays at 12:30 in room 201 of the Memorial Student Center. It has decided also that the SGA Senate approves and recommends the appointment of a faculty member to Traffic Court, and that the audit and administration may also be ticketed. Following this a sequencing will be established by Dr. Morris L. White, on the position on the recommendation of Dean of Students Dr. Joseph V. Adams.

The Senate noted that the ASC Band, under the direction of Dr. Charles T. Lawson, will represent Armstrong in the annual Savannah Christ-mas parade, Mr. Ken McKin- nor, of the Finer Arts Dept., will be in charge of decorat-
ing the Band's float.

The Senate meeting was held at 12:30 on Tuesday, Oct. 11, in room 204 of the Memorial Student Center. The Senate will continue to meet each Tuesday at the same time and place throughout the academic year.

SGA meetings are open to the student body. Students have the right to attend the meetings, and Dennis Fruit, SGA President, who encourages student attendance since it is the student's responsibility that is being trans-
tated.

If you are interested and would like to be notified of the time, place and entertainment for the next meeting, please sign up at the circulation desk, and you will get adequate advance notice of the time, place, and highlights of the event.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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Dear ASC Student,
The Use of "Controls"

By DEAN ADAMS

The ideas of psychologist B. F. Skinner, recently publicized in Time, illustrate the importance of the question "how?" How do things and events occur and how shall man act toward these events? This line of questioning can even be extended to deal with "how shall man establish those desires that are best?" Skinner's answers to such questions are shocking to many people, but some accommodation between his answers and our current views is possible. Although he goes considerably beyond the "wisdom of the ages," basically Skinner and other psychologists have simply translated ideas already experientially verified much of this "wisdom" (e.g., repeatedly reward a man or a dog after a certain response, and the response will increase in frequency of occurrence). This article is not the place to pursue arguments for and against Skinner's views, but at least one aspect of his approach has relevance to the everyday life of Armstrong State College, namely, "controls" and experimental application of controls. He would likewise call for a similar application of "influences" and secondarily, the question of how shall people at Armstrong State College be controlled and encouraged.

In approaching the matters of "how" and "influence," questions of purpose and the goals of the college and of college men in general are not neglected. It appears to this administrator that the commonality of goals and a sense of community is at least as unsettled at Armstrong State College as at Duke.

In spite of these characteristics which are sometimes less noticeable, there are some goals which are likely to be common in virtually everyone at Armstrong. Such common goals would include: high grades, character, personal achievements, and higher education. Prescriptions and formulas for answering the questions of "how" are not available. However, some recent success stories at ASC suggest some lines of inquiry. For example, October 14, 1971, must stand as a red letter day at Armstrong State College. The success in generating school spirit at the Pirate Stadium was accomplished in spite of conflicting demands on the campus and in general and Georgia culture in particular, by the policies and arguments for and against the policies of the Association to support the College. Once again the ingredients of work, persistence, cooperation and other factors can be identified in this success story, plus the arrangement of "controls" as emphatically, however, Armstrong is a product of the college or a host of other things would help the college.

An impressive 90% of Armstrong students passed the essay test, writing test, and essay examination. Interpretation of such sample statistics has its hazards, but the results indicate some complimentary things about Armstrong students and their leaders. Some of these students and teachers in contributing to these results could be discussed at length and profit, but one observation will suffice for now. It is my personal belief that the academic standards of a college are established primarily by the faculty. A related observation is best stated in the words of Professor Stan Erickson, Director of the University of Michigan Center for Learning, "The power to test is the power to control." The ideas of psychologist Skinner are definitely suggestive. The power to test is the power to control. The options and the grave responsibilities this generalization implies for the faculty are obvious.

A final success story at Armstrong concerns the new copier-machine upstairs in the library. The purchase of this $2500 copier is being financed by the Alumni Association. The story behind the purchase is a lengthy one involving efforts of Alumni President, Robert G. Bruce, Miss Debbie Von Waldner, 28, former Alumni President, Miss Carol Dempsy, 29, and many others. The copier was purchased as a result of the resolution passed by the Alumni Association to support the College. Once again the ingredients of work, perseverance, cooperation and other factors can be identified in this success story, plus the arrangement of "influences" to promote these human traits and to help produce a desired result.

In many ways Armstrong State College is a product of the Poetry Society of Georgia, Reynolds Price, novelist, poet, and critic, addressed a large audience in the Savannah Electric Company auditorium Thursday afternoon, October 21. This highly talented Southern writer, once a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford now teaches at Duke University. His first novel, A Long and Happy Life, was highly praised, both by critics and the general public. His recent volume of short stories, Permanent Errors, also received much critical acclaim.

Price's readings, following presentations by Society members, were of a series of translations from Chinese and European poets: Bly, Stephen George, Michaelangelo, Fredrich Holderlin, and Catullus.

Another recent success story related to Armstrong is reported in the October 11 report on the Rising Junior Testing Program. For the sample of students involved in the testing, results show that in overall test results (reading test, writing test, and essay examination) Armstrong students are excelled by students in only three other colleges in the 27 unit University System. An impressive 90% of Armstrong students passed the essay examination. Interpretation of such sample statistics has its hazards, but the results indicate some complimentary things about Armstrong students and the college. All of the students and teachers in contributing to these results could be discussed at length and profit, but one observation will suffice for now. It is my personal belief that the academic standards of a college are established primarily by the faculty. A related observation is best stated in the words of Professor Stan Erickson, Director of the University of Michigan Center for Learning, "The power to test is the power to control." The options and the grave responsibilities this generalization implies for the faculty are obvious.
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PIRATE PREVIEW:
A SMASHING SUCCESS!!!

SGA president, Dennis Pruitt and Buccaneer Kathy Huskisson award dinner and movies passes to Frances Rich (center).

Smiling Annette Wilkins receives $50 cash prize at Preview.

Termed, "The biggest success ever." 1500 enthusiastic students overflow gym.

What the whole show was about — The Armstrong State College Pirates. Buzz Stan Sammons, Ike Williams watch as Robert Bradley stuffs ball.

The man of the hour — "Big Al". Coach Alexander says we're going to be NUMBER ONE.

Armstrong would like to extend its deepest appreciation to Sandi Hans for her donation of the albums given away as prizes during PIRATE PREVIEW. Also, the INKWELL would like to acknowledge the efforts of two people who helped to make this day the success it was. To Jack Douberly and Mr. Dick Baker; Thanks!

$60 MEAL TICKET
SAVE $30
WINDSOR RESTAURANT
Phone 355 9280
12322 Largo Drive
Savannah, Georgia 31406
Armstrong State College Students
Get 10c Off On Each $1 Purchase

WE WON'T BURN....
A hole
IN YOUR POCKET
With the opening of the season, Armstrong's football team is working on one-on-one basketball drills to improve players' techniques. Player participation is in a "three or three league" during the first two weeks. The purpose of this three on three league is to help the players develop and improve over the "heart" of the court after the summer layoff.

Last year the team also participated in the three mile run. Coach Alexander has established the run every year so the players will motivate themselves to return to school in good shape. Players wishing to try out for the team must complete the run in under 21 minutes. This year's run was won by Ike Williams in under 18 minutes. Coach Alexander, second, Coach Alexander stated, "I was pleased with the overall results. Even the players that didn't make it the first time, reported in good shape."

Formal practice began last week with fundamentals and ball-handling drills being stressed. The team is the tallest and most talented Armstrong has ever had, and is expected to be one of the best teams in their district. Coach Alexander, when asked about the attitude, stated, "Real good, excellent. Right now we've got good morale and spirit, I'm really looking forward to the season opening."

Last year was the school's first winning season as a four year school and the students supported the team well. The school spirit was a definite plus for Armstrong. Just last week Armstrong's students got the preview of this year's team, and judging by the en-thusiasm shown at Pirate Preview, the school will go a long way toward establishing itself in athletics this year.

Coach Tom Kinder, assistant basketball coach stated after the Pirate Preview, "I think that it's probably the most enthusiasm I've seen since I've been here. If the student support can continue, it will vastly improve the entire school."

ASG president Dennis Pruitt said at the Preview last week, "Let's all be able to say we did something to improve the image of the school."

"Tom Kinder is, no doubt, the finest gentleman I've ever had the pleasure of working with," stated Armstrong Athletic Director, Bill Alexander. He added, "Coach Kinder has done a real fine job with the basketball team and especially in the recruiting program of the college. I don't think even the petition will help. I'm glad to see the students offered his help in promoting the school. John C. Huskison, prominent business leader and Armstrong alumnus, said "he'd be glad to dress out Coach? I'm ready to play." Remer Lane, longtime Armstrom athlete, when asked about the team, Coach Kinder was deeply impressed with the work Coach Alexander was equally impressed with the effects he had on the team. Coach Alexander stated, "I felt the spirit was great. I'd give anything in the world to have that same spirit and enthusiasm at every home game."

Coach Kinders had nothing but praise for the "Private Preview" held last Thursday, October 14. When asked about the results of Pirate Preview and the effects it had on the team, Coach Alexander stated, "I felt the spirit was great. I'd give anything in the world to have that same spirit and enthusiasm at every home game."

The "Old Pros" offense sputtered for the first half, due partly to the line defense of Pi Kappa Phi but got coming up in the second half for a 12-0 win. Although Kappa Phi threatened several times they never were able to cross the goal line. Walt Campbell threw passes for both Touchdowns to Danny Miley and one to Brett Grifflen.

The last game of the day the "Golden Jockeys" shut out PTK Fraternity 18-0. Early in the game, Ellison Cook hit Charles Kilcher with a 50-yard bomb. Cook hit brother Charlie Cook with an eleven yard TD late in the game. Sandburg in between those scores was a touchdown by Steve Wilkinson on an intercepted pass. Sandburg missed several scoring opportunities due to missed passes and penalties.

Baptist Student Union was idle but will play next week. Even though it was the first week it looks like an exciting season ahead.
Chinese Birth Control Studied

by JONATHAN UNGER
(DNSI) Hong Kong—Chi- 
ne, with a quarter of the 
world's population, is succeed-
ing in its enormous birth-con-
trol efforts, according to 
evident evidence reaching 
Hong Kong.

Recent travellers from Chi-
na report that most urban 
Chinese couples now prefer 
families of just two children, 
with rural families only slight-
ly larger.

Many of the older Chinese 
still apparently put a premi-
un on a woman's fertility, 
remembering the days when 
only two children out of eight 
could be expected to survive. 
But today's young adults, with 
plagues and famines just 
memories, reportedly welcome 
family- planning campaigns. 
These are spearheaded in the 
countryside by the hundreds 
of thousands of peasant medi-
cal workers called "barefoot 
doctors."

Peking, in accordance with 
Marxist economic thought, ap-
parently does not believe that 
a population explosion could 
prevent any danger to China. 
The Chinese campaign stress 
that family planning means 
better health for the wife and 
better care for the children.

A wide variety of contra-
ceptives is readily available 
China—though not to unmar-
ried's — and are sold below 
iverse. Many factories distrib-
ute rubber condoms free of 
charge, according to travel-
lers' reports.

In case of accidents, abor-
tions also are provided free, 
utilizing a new, safe, report-
edly painless procedure in-
volving a portable suction 
pump.

The Chinese are pushing ab-
stinence as the best contracep-
tive for young people. The 
government recommends that 
young adults delay marriage 
in order to devote themselves 
to China's political and eco-
nomic development. With men 
advised to remain single un-
til they are 27 or 28 and wom-
en until 25, the result has been 
fewer births.

Many young people do mar-
ry earlier, but marriage is 
prohibited by law until men 
are 20 and women are 18. The 
statute is a far cry from the 
traditional-bound China of 
PLACEMENT

TESTS FOR WINTER

ANNOUNCED

The Math and English De-
partments have scheduled 
dates for the diagnostic tests 
required of all students in-
tending to pre-register or reg-
ister for introductory classes 
in the winter quarter. Stu-
dents will not be permitted to 
enroll in English 99, Eng-
lish 1H, Math 99, Math 190 
or Math 101 without having 
taken the appropriate place-
ment examination.

The English diagnostic test 
will be given at 12:30 Friday, 
October 22 in Gamble 13 and 
31; the Math diagnostic test 
at 12:30 on Monday, October 
26 in Science, Room 27.

Hi Neighbor

We have taken over Tony's Pizza and 
we would love to meet you. We try to bring 
you the best food at the lowest possible 
prices.

We Will Be Open From 
9 A.M.-11 P.M.

PLEASE STOP IN TO SEE US!

GENE, BARBARA 
and MOM SMITH

11515 Abercorn Street

HOME OF THE MONSTER

Phone 354-4744

WE HAVE A WEDNESDAY 
NIGHT SPECIAL

Buy a Monster Burger

GET ONE FREE